Feature selection algorithm plays a crucial role in intrusion detection, data mining and pattern recognition. According to some evaluation criteria, it gets optimal feature subset by deleting unrelated and redundant features of the original data set. Aiming at solving the problems about the low accuracy, the high false positive rate and the long detection time of the existing feature selection algorithm. In this paper, we come up with a feature selection algorithm towards efficient intrusion detection, this algorithm combines the correlation algorithm and redundancy algorithm to chooses the optimal feature subset. Experimental results show that the algorithm shows almost and even better than the traditional feature selection algorithm on the different classifiers.
Introduction

The background and Significance of the Research
With the rapid development of information technology and network, people can get more data from the network, and at the same time, the dimension of the data characteristics dimension is becoming more and more. In intrusion detection, in theory, the comprehensive information of the data will help to improve the classification accuracy of the intrusion detection; but in the actual detection, the existence of too many redundant and unrelated features will lead to the opposite effect. This redundant and useless information, not only can reduce the accurate precision of detection, will increase the time needed for testing, but also makes the overall effect of detection reduced greatly. The socalled "data rich, information redundancy" and "dimension disaster" is the embodiment of the informative but lack of effective information. So, the feature selection algorithm achieve the purpose of dimension reduction by analyzing and removing redundant and useless information, it can reduce the testing time and improve the accuracy of detection obviously. Based on this, feature selection in the intrusion detection has become a research hotspot.
The Status of Feature Selection Algorithm at Home and Abroad
In the early '60 s, the research about the feature selection algorithm is pulled open heavy curtain. Backer and Shipper [1] used the maximum and minimum algorithm for the selection of feature, this algorithm achieved the fast effect but sacrificed the detection performance, and it couldn't guarantee that the characteristics obtained is optimal feature subset; Siedlecki and Sklansky [2] cited genetic algorithm to feature selection, Though it was verified by experiment, the algorithm obtained good experimental effect, but the genetic algorithm was easy to premature convergence problem.
In recent years, the applications of feature selection in intrusion detection are becoming more [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . In 2012, S Suthaharan and T Panchagnula [9] used the method based on rough theory (RST) to select feature, experiments showed that the method can promise a better precision and less calculation time, but couldn't eliminate the presence of outliers; In 2013, Fengli Zhang and Dan Wang [10] carried on the effective feature selection according to the bayesian network classifiers, the experiment results showed that this method can get high accuracy and low false alarm rate in the detection of the Probe, Dos and R2L attack, but when it detects the U2R attacks, detection effect needs to be improved; In 2015, Nannan Xie and Yafen Cui [11] used the Fisher to select feature, they extracted the key features of the data set, This method in the experiment is showed that it can achieve a high detection rate in a data set with less characteristics, but it failed to show that it could get the same good effect when it detect the data with larger dimensions and more information.
At present, the feature selection as a variety of algorithms for data preprocessing steps received widespread attention, many scholars at home and abroad on the study continuously put forward the methods and ideas of their own.
The Problem Faced by Feature Selection Algorithm
1) Data quantity, high dimension, difficult to handle; Network intrusion detection problem, too large amount of data not only can increase the detection time but also reduce the accuracy of detection, at the same time, detection of computer also have a memory problem due to the amount of data to test.
2) Too much data redundancy, too little effective information, too much useless and redundant information will result in the problem of "data rich, information redundancy, these problems can bring tremendous problem of network intrusion detection, they will not only reduce the detection accuracy but also can make the rate of false positives be improved.
3) In view of the different algorithms, the difficulties of the optimal feature subset selection are big. The optimal feature subset of the data is relative, not every kind of the optimal feature subset of solutions can satisfy each kind of intrusion detection algorithm. So how to find the suitable for common intrusion algorithm of the optimal feature subset is particularly important.
The Work in this Paper
In this article, we will focus on intrusion detection algorithm to select the optimal feature subset. We will select the optimal feature subset by combining the maximum correlation algorithm and minimum redundancy algorithm, and according to the contrast test, we will evaluate the optimal feature subset under the standard of modeling time and the accuracy of detection. Besides, we carry comparison experiment in the different classifiers about the subset, and we evaluate the subset through the experimental results.
Feature Selection Algorithm
Definitions
Feature Selection has been viewed and defined by different researchers, and been studied and analyzed from the perspective of different fields. John [12] presents that feature selection should not reduce the classification accuracy of classifiers in 1994. Koller [13] presents that feature selection should select data as few as possible without changing the distribution of date in 1996. Dash [14] presents that feature selection should work by reducing the dimension of data without influencing the detection precision in 1997. Thus, the definitions of feature selection have different emphases. At the same time, there is no unified standard when different classifiers test different data sets under different algorithms. So, in terms of mathematics, feature selection is essentially a process of search optimization, which would choose the best optimum combination by solving different combinations. Here are some typical definitions.
(1) There are M features in a data set and we select N features from it (N <= M), which is the optimization when compared with the original data set under the same evaluation standard.
(2) Reduce the total number of features as far as possible without lower detection classification standards under the same classifier [15] .
(3) Select features when ensure there are no large deviation probability distribution in the feature selected and original data set.
Feature selection is a kind of feature space dimension compression method. It computes the original features through the method of transformation, which makes the secondary characteristics after transformation can remove some component [16] .
Here is an example of feature selection. For a feature vector 12 ( , , ..., )
T n x x x x  , which has n original features. Feature selection is to transform vector x and generate a vector 12 ( , , ..., ) d d y y y y  , which has d features and dn  . We can present the vector y as:
is called feature selection matrix or transformation matrix.
Feature selection based on separability criterion is to compute a transformation matrix W under a set of separability criterion basis.
The Commonly Used Method of Feature Selection
In intrusion detection, if you want to ensure that the final classification accuracy, you must first start with the test data set. We preprocess the data set for testing, and make it achieve the ideal effect at the time of detection classification. At present, the main methods used in intrusion detection are as follows:
1) IG (Information Gain) Information Gain method Information gain method is used to judge a character appears or not the average amount of information, in order to measure the feature can bring information for system classification. The information carried by feature is much more, that means the feature is more important. The information gain method of formula is:
When tt  don't occur, where P is the probability of t appearing in event i c , and t not appearing in event i c , and according it to measure the amount of information contained by t .
2) The CHI (statistics) chi-square statistics Chi-square statistic determines the correlation between features by calculate the independence of the each other between each feature. The independence is lower, then the greater the relevance; on the contrary, the higher the independence, the smaller the correlation. Chi-square statistic calculation formula is:
Where, a means that t occurs and it belongs to i c , b mans that t occurs but it don't belong to i c , c means that t don't occurs but it belongs to i c , d mans that t don't occurs and it don't belong to i c . These four situations is used to calculate t and i c relative independence.
Feature Selection Algorithm in this Paper
Based on the above the existing intrusion detection methods, we will be combined with maximum and minimum redundancy correlation method for feature selection in this paper. Mutual information is a kind of used to represent the largest minimum redundancy algorithm of nonlinear relationship. Two random variables x and y, their density distribution function is () px and () py, the joint probability distribution is ( , ) p x y , the mutual information of x and y are as follows:
Mutual information can well describe the relationship of the selected features and output category. The smaller the correlation, the greater the redundancy feature subset of the more conducive to the classification of the classifier, we determine final selection of the feature by calculating the redundancy between features and characteristics of correlation between the label in this paper.
The redundancy of features is put forward to measure the common information contained by features, Contains the more mutual information, then the greater the degree of redundancy between them; and vice versa, so in the case of contains a lot of the same information, only to select the better one.
Generally the basic steps of feature selection is shown in Figure 1 .
Figure 1. The Basic Steps of Feature Selection
According to the basic framework of the algorithm, in feature selection, there are four basic steps: candidate feature subset generation, evaluation standard, verify the termination conditions and final feature subset to generate. The present study is focused on the candidate feature subset generation and evaluation standard and test conditions set, so in this paper, we study how to carry out the feature subset selection and the final judgment standard setting.
In this paper, we analyze the redundancy between the attributes of a data set, the correlation between various characteristics and tags. We will combined with different measurement algorithm of attributes to do comprehensive analysis of the data sets, finally choose the optimal feature subset of common, the feature selection algorithm flow chart as shown:
Figure 2. The Paper's Feature Selection Algorithm Flow Chart
The feature selection algorithm is described as follows:
a) The original data should be set normalization and numerical processing firstly, so that the next step is calculated, and the normalization method USES min -Max method, the range of the attribute of all are summarized in the [0, 1]. b) Scan and set the data which has been preprocessed into the Treasury. c) Calculate all of the features besides tag attributes, use deviation weight method to calculate each characteristic and other characteristics of its own redundancy, The calculation formula is: Where x and y respectively for the two different characteristics, is the amount of data for the data, the value of is bigger, that means the redundancy of two characteristics is greater. d) For each feature, we choose the biggest value of S to determine the feature about it and put in storage. e) Setting the value of M, make M<max(N-1), choose M features which appear most frequently and form feature subset C. f) Calculate the correlation of each feature and tag, the greater the relevance, the more that the feature can identify the data of real property, we calculate correlation of the tag after numerical transformation with each feature. And finally we choose p features and put them into storage, form feature subset C *, where P< max(N). 
Experimental Study
Data Sets
We use KDD CUP99 data set from MIT in our experimental study, which is one of the world recognized off-line intrusion detection data set. This data set contains three sub data set, which are the whole data set, ten percent data set and the test set with correct labels named correct.gz. Specially, we sample 1% and 2% data set from the ten percent KDD CPU99 data set respectively in our experiments, which contains 49402 and 98804 samples in corresponding. There are 41 features in each sample and a label which denotes whether the sample is a normal or attacked, and if it is an attacked data, the label denotes the attack method. The attack can mainly divided into the following four categories.
(1) DoS represents denial of service attack. The attackers make the memory of the computer too busy and cannot handle legitimate requests or refuse to legitimate user's access to the machine.
(2) U2R represents illegal access to the local super user. The attackers access the root permissions using a loophole through a user without permissions or lower permissions, then login and make illegal operations using root.
(3) R2L represents remote user attack. The attackers remote login the computer, then use the account and password to access to the computer and make illegal operations.
(4) Probe represents the port scanning and vulnerability scanning. The attackers detect and search the computers and ports, and collect all kinds of information and system vulnerabilities, then use these information to attack the target.
Each sample of the data set is a vector, which is collected network connection data from the simulated invasions. The last feature of a sample is the label which denotes whether the sample is normal, and the other 41 feature are listed in Label , in which Feature 1 -9 are the base attributes, Feature 10 -22 are the content attributes, Feature 23 -31 are time flow attributes, Feature 32 -41 are host flow attributes. Both normal discrete features and continuous features, which are also listed in Label 1. 
Pretreatment
The KDD CUP99 data set contains both the normal attributes and the numerical attributes, in which "protocol_type", "service", "flag" and "label" are normal attributes, and the others are numerical attributes.
Because some classifier and algorithms cannot handle normal attributes, we replace them with numerical value. For example, we replace labels with according to the order of them, in particular, we replace the normal label with 0. The rules of replacement are shown as Table 2 . 
Experiment Results
Evaluation Criterion
In the experimental study, we apply the feature selection algorithm into the intrusion detection systems. In order to evaluate the results of experiments, we use four kinds of evaluation criterion to, which are the average modeling time, the average testing time, the true positive rate (TPR) and the false positive rate (FPR).
Results of Feature Selection
Through combining the largest correlation of text and the minimum redundancy algorithms, we choose the optimal feature subset of KDD CUP99. The chosen feature subset is shown as Table 3 , in which the label represents the feature number. Through the Table 3 shows that, in this paper, the characteristics of the final selection has 2,3,4,5,23,24,25,26,29,30,31,32,33,34,35,36,37,38,39,40 and 41 (attributes), a total of 21 characteristics. Next, we will test and analyze the selected feature subset, and we evaluate the feature subset from the accuracy of detection of modeling time and etc., and at the same time, we will verify the desirability of subset in different classifier algorithm.
Results and Analysis
We detected the sub feature set generated by Clonal Algorithm which is wildly used in intrusion detection. Then we compared the results from the selected sub feature set with eh results from the original feature set. In the experiment, we randomly sample 50 thousand samples from the KDD CUP99 data set, and we generate 10 data sets through increase five thousand samples at a time. And the TPRs are shown as Figure 3-Figure 5 .
From the Figures above, it can be seen that the results from the selected feature set are basically the same as the original feature set. However, Figure 4 shows that the feature set after text feature selection would lead to the significantly lower TPR. And at the same time, from Figure 5 shows that the selected feature set significantly improved the efficiency, because the process of feature selected has been reduced the redundancy feature and has the lower dimension, which would greatly save the time of modeling. Hence, the sub feature set selected is effective in the same intrusion detection algorithm. Besides the above analysis, we also compare the effect of selected sub feature set through different classifiers. And the results are shown as Table 4 . We can see from the Table 4 , when we test the data set after feature selection in different classifier, the detection precision is not lower too much, and in some classifiers, the precision of the subset is superior to that of the original data set. And at the same time, we can see from the table above, after feature selection, the data in the test model of reduce a lot of time, it is of great significance to improve the real-time performance of intrusion detection.
Conclusions
In this paper, we combines the weight measured by deviation minimum redundancy and the biggest correlation analysis between attributes and label attributes were selected, and using KDD CUP99 data set as test data sets, we analyze and get the optimal feature subset. Then, we respectively to detect the accuracy and the rate of false positives and detection time as evaluation standard, according to the experiment, we think that the subset is desirability. We further apply the subset of features which we choose to different classification, from the actual classification accuracy and time we come to the conclusion that the feature subset is optional.
